Host species-specific repetitive DNA sequence in the genome of Magnaporthe grisea, the rice blast fungus.
We cloned a repetitive sequence to show RFLPs in the genome of Magnaporthe grisea, a fungal pathogen responsible for rice blast. As the sequence was 0.8 kb in length and dispersed in the genome, it was named MGSR1 (for Magnaporthe grisea short repeat 1). MGSR1 was conserved highly in the genome of rice pathogens, but poorly in the genome of pathogens of grasses other than rice. And the RFLPs, displayed with the sequence, could distinguish between clonal lineages in rice-pathogenic isolates. The nucleotide sequence showed the presence of an internal promoter of RNA polymerase III, a 3'-poly(T), and an 8-bp direct repeat in it.